
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

             
As a leading provider of software and solutions to broadcasters worldwide, Pebble Beach Systems delivers the 
technology which controls the playout of over 600 TV channels in more than 50 countries. We are a young, expanding 

company based in Weybridge Surrey.   
  

Since the company was founded in 2000, we have established a strong reputation for technical innovation and 

exceptional customer service in the mission-critical space of broadcast playout. Customers include Fox News and 
Business channels USA, ZDF Germany, Globosat Brazil, OSN Dubai, TV4 Sweden, TV2 Denmark, ART Jordan and 

Phoenix TV Hong Kong.  
  

We are looking for a Software Engineer to join our Development team in Weybridge, working on 

“future” focused software projects, with 2-5 years’ experience in service based software development 
 

 
Minimum/Essential Skills: 

- A degree, or equivalent, in the field of science, engineering or computing. 

- A good working knowledge of object oriented software development languages, e.g. C#, Java. 

- A good working knowledge of version control systems, preferably Git. 

- An understanding of Service-based architectures, development processes and integration. 

- An understanding of the infrastructure required to build and deploy services. 

Desirable Skills: 

- Commercial experience of working with systems deployed on a virtual/cloud environment. 

- Experience with public Cloud deployment using Amazon Web Services or Microsoft Azure. 

- Knowledge of Unix-like development and operating environments 

- Experience with Front End Web Development languages e.g. Javascript, HTML, CSS 

- Experience in Test Driven Development processes 

Responsibilities & duties 

 

 Investigating, designing and implementing solutions to problems and new feature requirements 

 Finding, reporting and fixing defects, working with our support team to help diagnose and fix customer issues 

when needed 

 Helping contribute to the continuous improvement of our development practices 

 

Software Developer – Oceans Team 



Essential criteria 

 

Applicants must hold a valid passport with the unrestricted right to live and work in the UK and travel internationally  

In return we offer 

- Fantastic working environment  

- Sports teams like Basketball, Football, Badminton and many more  

- Quarterly company socials like go-karting, wine tasting, rock climbing, theme park days and more!  

- Games nights, Hackathons and regular tech events  

  

www.pebble.tv 


